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Every day we hear about a variety of problems with online casinos in New Zealand, and in general in the world. Since this industry is very popular, it has a lot of scammers who are trying to cheat players. Nowadays it is important to understand the criteria for choosing online casinos and determine who you can trust and who you can't.
  Fortunately, there are not only fraudulent gaming platforms appearing in New Zealand, but also honest ones that can be trusted. One of them is Bizzo Casino.
  It is a newly created online casino that is definitely worth paying attention to. This platform is quite modern and offers all the necessary options for the most experienced players as well as beginners.
  In our Bizzo Casino review, we will take a look at the full range of options that this online casino provides. In addition, we will list all the available bonuses that you can activate to double your winnings. Finish this article to the end to fully familiarize yourself with the current offerings of the gaming platform.

        
    
            
        
            100% Bonus On The First Deposit Up To 250 NZD
 and 100 Free Spins
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            Actual Welcome Bonus in New Zealand

            Bonuses are always helpful additions to the gameplay. By using them, you can significantly increase your winnings and save a lot of cash. That’s why it’s important to learn about active promotions while exploring a Bizzo Casino. It offers a lucrative welcome package consisting of two deals that are definitely worth checking out: 
	The first deposit casino bonus. This is the first offer from Bizzo Casino, and it consists of a 100% bonus of up to 250 NZD + 100 free spins for Dig Dig Digger / Mechanical Clover pokies.
	The second deposit deal: 50% up to 750 NZD + 50 free spins for Johnny Cash / Elvis Frog in Vegas video slots.


            
                
                    More money promotions you may find on Bizzo Casino bonuses page. Moreover, you may find more information about the bonuses wagering requirements in the “Promotions” section of the main website.
Bizzo Casino Registration and Login Process
To register at an online casino in New Zealand, you only need to spend a couple of minutes. The whole process consists of just a few steps. Once you’ve finished with registration, you’d better visit your casino account and control the settings the way you prefer to make your gambling experience even more enjoyable.
                

                	Press the “Register Now” button at the top right corner of the main page
	Specify your Bizzo Casino login credentials: email and password
	Enter some extra info including your country of residence, phone number, and more
	Finish the registration by activating the received verification letter
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                    The Layout and Tips for Gamblers 

                Bizzo Casino has a fairly basic interface, although it is very easy to get used to it and learn the basics of navigating through subsections. The main color of the lobby is purple which is the right decision due to its pleasant and not annoying look. All the main links can be found at the top and left panels but you can ignore them and just the main page which contains games and a good deal of animated banners with relevant links to other sections.

Kiwis have the opportunity to switch the language of the site to New Zealand English – this will not only change the title blocks but switch the payout and deposit methods in the “Payments” section to the operators working in New Zealand.

                                    Bizzo Casino Online Slot Machines

                Doubtless, a game lobby is the main goal when it comes to visiting an online casino. Playing online slots is a great way to relax after a hard day and earn some real money. Speaking about the Bizzo Casino, it welcomes gamblers from New Zealand with tons of top-notch games from the most famous companies and offers a real diversity of titles along with a good deal of categories.

Currently, you can choose from the following options: New games, Popular, Table Games, Fast Games, Jackpot games, Slots, Bonus Buy slots, Drops&Wins games, Blackjack, Roulette.

All of these sections consist of hundreds of awesome games with high payouts and easy mechanics, so we recommend checking at least a couple of categories when on your first visit.

                                    Bizzo Casino Live Dealer Games

                The live dealer section is a perfectly optimized category with hundreds of online games. At Bizzo Casino this area is also well developed, as the casino has established partnerships with many providers and set up a quality live broadcast with live dealers. You can check the following pages:

	Blackjack. Although the available titles look pretty similar, all games vary greatly and offer a unique experience!
	Roulette. Everyone knows about Roulette. The online version is almost no different from the classic game. In addition, you can choose from several options such as American Roulette, Arabic Roulette, and more.
	Baccarat. Although not so popular as poker and roulette, this old game can still surprise even an experienced player.
	Poker. Bizzo Casino online offers several variants of this royal game, including Texas Hold’em, Three Card Poker, and more.
	Drops&Wins Games. This category includes games participating in the Drops&Wins tournament.


Speaking about the overall quality of the live casino, we can say for sure that the online casino did a great job compiling games and working on technical stability. All the available games run flawlessly on all types of devices, including phones and tablets.

                                    Tournaments and VIP Club

                To increase profit from playing in the Bizzo Casino, you may check extra sections:

	Tournaments. Currently, there are two active competitions on the platform each with unique prizes and rewards. The first one is the Oracle Slot Race which has a prize pool of € 2000 + 2000 free spins. The second ongoing tournament is Luxury Table Battle – in this competition, you will have to play live games to earn prize points and get higher in the list of participants. The prize pool in the Battle reaches € 500.
	VIP club. If you’re planning on staying in the casino for a while, take a look at the VIP club that welcomes all existing customers. The concept is pretty simple: you need to play slot machines and collect special casino points to reach new levels and get more significant prizes. There are 30 levels in the loyalty program in total. Having reached the last one, you will receive 250 000 NZD.


                                    Deposit and Withdrawal Methods

                Winning at the casino is always a pleasure, but you still need to withdraw your money to a card or online wallet, and most online casinos have problems with that, or they require too much personal information. In Bizzo Casino it is much easier, and the percentage of withdrawal according to the players is very high.

Bizzo Casino offers several options for gamblers from New Zealand when it comes to withdrawing funds. Let’s take a look at them:

	Interac
	Skrill
	Neteller
	ecoPayz
	Perfect Money
	MasterCard and Visa
	Jeton
	Cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin)


Of course, this list may vary depending on the time of your registration, but currently, you can use any of the mentioned payment operators. The time limits of withdrawals depend on the chosen payment option but in general, the venue offers fast withdrawals (1-3 days on average).

                                    Mobile Gambling Options in New Zealand

                If you’re a fan of mobile gambling and hope to access the Bizzo Online Casino via your mobile device, we are glad to say that there is such an option! The administration of the venue has made a fully optimized mobile version of the site with the full range of functions and perfect adaptability to most screen sizes.

To open the mobile site, just search for it in your mobile browser and click on the official link. No more effort is required – the site will automatically adapt to your device and you will be able to play slots, activate promotions, participate in tournaments, and more.

                                    Bizzo Casino Customer Support Services

                You can get help from the venue’s specialists in two main ways:

	The easiest way to contact customer support is to use live chat. You just need to ask a question, describing your problem, and professional and polite specialists will quickly answer you and offer the best tips to solve any technical difficulties.
	On the other hand, you can contact customer support using the venue’s email address that you can find in the “Contacts” section.


                                    Conclusion

                Summing up, bizzocasino.com is a top-notch platform that provides all types of gambling entertainment along with surprisingly profitable bonuses and the coolest live section possible. Doubtless, this is a perfect place for any gambler from New Zealand and not only because of the amazing game collection but owing to great adaptability, New Zealand English in the list of available languages and a good deal of other features we mentioned in the article.
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Complaints Email:	complaints@bizzocasino.com
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Customer Support:	support@bizzocasino.com
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Slot Machines:	Over 3000 Online Slots
	[image: Mobile App]
Mobile App:	Available on iOS and Android


        
    
        
    
        
            Frequently Asked Questions

            	
                    Is it safe to gamble at Bizzo Casino in New Zealand?

                    
                        Yes. Online casino is absolutely secure and is available all New Zealanders.

                    
                
	
                    Is Bizzo Casino Legit in New Zealand?

                    
                        Yes, it is. Casino Bizzo is fully licensed and legal to play on money in New Zealand.

                    
                
	
                    What Can I Do In Case The Site Is Blocked?

                    
                        If the site is off-limits, download any VPN service or use any available mirror with a working link.
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                Bizzo Casino – one of the new leaders among online casinos in New Zealand. Join it now and enjoy a lot of lucrative bonuses and promotions, a large library of online casino games, local banking options, and 24/7 customer support service.
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